Not very long ago, organizations used to identify their customers by means of one-factor authentication mechanisms. In today's world, however, these mechanisms cannot overcome the new security threats at least when it comes to high risk situations. Hence, identity providers have introduced varieties of two-factor authentication mechanisms. It may be argued that users may experience difficulties at time of authentication in systems that use two-factor authentication mechanisms for example because they may be forced to carry extra devices to be authenticated more accurately. This is however the tradeoff between ease-of-use and having a secure system that may be decided by the users and not the security providers. In this paper we present a new two-factor authentication mechanism that secures systems and at the same time is easier to use. We have used mnemonic features and the cache concept to achieve ease-of-use and security, respectively. Also, we have tested our method with almost 6500 users in real world using The Mechanical Turk Developer Sandbox.
I. INTRODUCTION
It goes without saying that information can protect only when it is accessed just by authorized users. Gain or revoke access to a group of people can be achieved merely with a proper authentication method. Nowadays, text-based passwords are the most common mechanism for authenticating humans to computers. Providers, however, are worried about complexity of those passwords users pick. So, they have to use passwordcomposition policies in order to make users choose a strong password. These policies become stricter and stricter over years and especially in sensitive situation [1] . Undoubtedly, keeping complex passwords in mind in not easy and users are not willing to follow these rules [2] . Hence, most of them choose one and reuse it in all situations. This is one of the serious problems have to cope with in authentication mechanisms called password reuse [3] .
Weakness of password based authentication methods cannot be simply narrowed down to password reuse. When exploring the facts causing text passwords unreliable, password lost, password sharing, steeling passwords, and cracking passwords are merely a few instances of reasons that show the weakness of text passwords [4] .
Also there are services that require a higher level of assurance such as electronic banking that need to use more secure mechanism. Taking everything into consideration, provides can't trust on text passwords authentication or even any one-factor authentication.
One of the alternative methods is biometric authentication. But, acquiring biometric system is neither convenient nor inexpensive. Moreover, biometric mechanism cannot ensure a completely secure system, since, obtaining a copy of an individual's biometrics is needed to make the process of authentication reliable. Nonetheless, major problem in biometric mechanisms is the uniqueness of biometric attributes [2] . Namely, if an individual's biometric is stolen, it means that it is stolen for the entire victim's life and could not be trusted anymore
In the past one-factor authentication has been good enough security, but the modern connected world needs more security. This leads to using of multi-factor authentication. Nowadays, there are a number of organizations who have developed two factor authentication systems in order to identify their customers [5, 6, 7] . Among implemented methods, combination of password and token is the most common approach [8] . Another common problem is the fact that they are often single-purpose solution (e.g. they can only be used for one bank). Also, we should keep in mind that users desire a solution which gives them little control on level of assurance.
In this paper we will discuss our new two-factor authentication method which is based on ECCO and mnemonic features. The remainders of this paper are organized as follows: Section II is an overview of two factor authentication methods. In Section III some challenges of two-factor authentication mechanisms will be discussed. Section IV presents our new authentication method. In this section the terminology of mnemonic and ECCO parameters will be introduced. At the end of this section evaluation of our proposed method is presented and section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Introduction
In this section a brief description of the mnemonic approach and cache-based features will be discussed. As a target for compression, an overview of two-factor authentication mechanisms will be presented.
B. Two-factor authentication
Three factors of authentication are: what you know, what you have, and what you are. Any dual combination of these factors is called -two-factor authentication‖ [9] . Between existing two-factor methods, OTP tokens, Challenge/ response tokens, PKI tokens, and SMS OTP are the major ones. One-Time password or OTP tokens are devices that generate passwords based on timesynchronization or mathematical algorithm. Challenge/response tokens are similar to OTP tokens in which the tokens rely on mathematical algorithms for their operation. However, in OTPs a new password is generated based on the previous one, while in challenge/response tokens the new password is generated based on a challenge. The previous two solutions rely on symmetric cryptography which means that the sender and the receiver of a message have to share a single, common key in order to encrypt and decrypt their message. In contrast, PKI tokens rely on public key cryptography.
Public key cryptography utilizes a public key to encrypt messages and a private key to decrypt them. SMS OTP or one-time password is sent via SMS text message. Mobile phones are one of the very few devices most people already carry. SMS OTP requires an authentication server sending one-time password by SMS text message to the user. SMS OTP can be used as mutual authentication in which the server and the user authenticate themselves [10] .
III. CHALLENGES WITH TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
A. Introduction
In this section, challenges of existing two-factor authentication methods will be discussed. At first, we present our criteria for the assessment of two-factor authentication methods.
B. Criteria
There are people believing and insisting that authentication methods have two basic requirements of security and usability. These people, however, are wrong when it comes to deployment and ease of use. If a particular approach provides improved security but is cumbersome to use or unaffordable to deploy, then it defeats its own purpose. Being difficult to use will lead to users either bypassing the mechanism or electing not to perform the online transaction. Being too expensive will lead to organizations not being able to afford to protect users' online identities. Criteria for evaluating effective strong authentication techniques are listed below:
 Security: Shows how a method can be secure against different attacks.  Flexibility: Authentication solutions now leverage risk assessment to determine the appropriate level of authentication. For example, a user checking their account balance from home has a different risk profile than attempting an interbank transfer from a foreign country. Of course, this mechanism must be done with identity manager not authentication method but, we believe that a strong method must have the capacity that can give identity manager an ability to leverage risk assessment.  Easy to use: If a particular approach is too cumbersome or confusing, users will either turn to expensive alternative channels or disengage completely.  Easy and low cost to deploy: Any feasible solution must be affordable to deploy to millions of users, including fitting easily into existing infrastructures.  Time: Means how long it takes for a user to authenticate in his account.
The most controversial issue in current methods is about being single purpose. For instance, an OTP device offered by a bank cannot be used for the other ones because of the shared secret technology. This problem makes the users carry more than one device. Also, it is difficult for organizations to integrate their old systems with the new one. The most vulnerable point in SMS OTP is its weak protection against stealing of phone.
A comparison among existing two-factor authentication methods is shown in Table 1 . 
IV. ECCO MNEMONIC METHOD
A. Introduction
In our proposed method we suppose that the user has private devices and he will access websites using them. Though, this assumption may count as a negative point for the proposed method, but, in today's world most of the people use their smart phones or laptops to do their transaction. Moreover, as our proposed method can be used in high risk situations, so, users usually prefer to use their private device.
Of course, we also consider those situations in which the user changes his device. To do this, a one factor mechanism based on Mnemonic will be used. Furthermore, user's new device's info will be gathered in order to help the user uses his both devices. In sum, our proposal is secure and usable even for the users who prefer to change their devices.
B. Mnemonic
Mnemonic is an approach to human memory usage which can be considered as a memory trick. In fact mnemonic is introduced to be used as a replacement for complex passwords [11] . There are providers introduced an approach which is closed to the concept of mnemonic in which user builds his password from the first letters of easily to remember phrases [12] , such as a poem, or a song lyrics. Say, at first the user chooses a sentence like: -David is coming home after two years‖ which would result in a password such as: -Dichaty‖. This kind of password is easy to remember and is difficult to crack.
Next generation of memory based password was a twostep password selection. At first the user chooses a simple and memorable password, and then in the next step he will choose a mnemonic substitution for the selected password [13] . In this way a more complex password will be achieved. Inserting numbers or using leet-speaking are the techniques which can be used. However, these techniques do not work for every password, and a unique mechanism is needed to transform each one.
Fastword is another approach proposed by Jakobsson and Akavipat with the purpose of improving previous methods which is considered faster and easier to remember than regular passwords [8] . In his method users are asked to choose a memorable story, and then pick three words from that story. These words have to indicate the story.
C. ECCO
In today's world cookie is integral part of most of authentication methods and many web sites will not work with cookie not allowed. However, cookie is not strong enough to ensure website administrators to track their users especially those who can be considered as attackers in their system [14, 15] .
The first reason why cookie per se cannot be considered as a parameter to authenticate users is its lifetime. We did a multi-phase experiment in which we ask about 717 people to visit our website during about 25 days in order to fill out some forms. In background of each form we set a cookie on each visitor's device to find out how long a cookie will be kept by each user.
The contributor to our belief of weakness of cookie cannot be simply narrowed down to cookie's lifetime. There are viruses try to copy cookies stored on victim's computer and send them to someone else. If a virus manages to steal the cookies, it is then possible for it to use it to login to websites pretending to be the victim. This is the reason why many websites do log you off automatically just to be safe. To solve these problems we started an effort to find a solution which recovers cookie's problems.
ECCO stands for Extended Cache-Cookie Object that can be used instead of cookie. In this object, we put a set of parameters beside cookie to make it stronger. These parameters contain Cache-cookie, Etag, browser user agent and some other parameters which will be discussed in continue. In aforementioned experiment we also examined ECCO by setting it's parameters in user's device.
D. The concept
Our proposed method is combination of EECO and mnemonic feature which pre-sented as a two factor authentication mechanism. Let introduce the method using an example. At first, user is asked to create a memorable story but not completely by his own words. To do this, a table with 20 words will be shown him. These words are categorized in 4 groups. User has to choose one word from each group and finally add their own words to. On the other hand, a table like figure 2 will be shown the user: Now, user has to create a memorable story using 4 words from the table. The pass-phrase can be something like -I was hungry and mum tossed me that apple‖. It can be concluded that the user chose -mum‖, -tossed‖, -that‖, and -apple‖ from the table and add his own words to make a meaningful sentence. Unlike the other mnemonic methods, here, user can choose the whole pass-phrase as his password and there is no limitation for length of password.
While the user is choosing his password and filling out the forms, process of creating EECO is being done. An object like an image plays the role of cache-object in our method. When the user opens the webpage for the first time, a hidden image will be cached in his browser along with an id indicating user's identification number. Now, registration process is finished.
Next steps are about user's next visits that we need to authenticate him. In authentication phase, first the user will be identified using ECCO which was created at the time of registration. If identification process was successful, then he needs only to type the 4 words that he chose at the time of registration. These table, although, has the same words, but the words within may ordered in a different way.
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E. How it works
As mentioned before, ECCO uses a set of parameters beside cookie to authenticate user. The first parameter we want to introduce is Cache-Cookie. First time, Markus Jakobsson introduced Cache-Cookie to recover cookie's problem [16] . Cache-cookie works like cookie but does not use the same memory to keep its value. Websites store their cookies in a secure area on client's computer which is known as the 'cookie jar'! This is the only area that cookies can be stored and retrieved. However, Cache-Cookie uses browser's cache memory to keep its value. Cache-Cookie object can be anything that has the ability to be stored in browser's cache memory. For example an image can play Cache-cookie's role when it stores in user's cache memory. The main concept behind Cache-cookie is to retrieve a value which is already put in user's browser cache. To do this we put user's id in an object and force the object to cache in client side. Then, in the next visits we will check whether any object is cached or not. If there is any in cache then we will retrieve user's id from. In this way even if we the cookie is lost then we can recognize the user from Cache-Cookie object.
Our experiment showed that Cache-cookie can improve up to above 2% in recognizing our visitors. It is crystal clear that it is not enough yet. So we have to use other parameters to. Etag is a http header which is used to find that if the current version of an object in user's cache is up to date or not. Etag helps clients to download only new objects in a website and decrease download time. But, we have used this value to keep user's id.
The next parameter we want to discuss is flash cookie. Flash cookie is an Adobe object which works like cookie but stores in Adobe space in client's device. Flash cookie would not help us enough because it needs the users have flash player installed on their browser while most of the users may visit websites through their cell phones without flash player installed. Now that's the time to introduce next parameter which is browsers fonts that is a part of browser user agent. We know that fonts installed on user's device can be different from each other. But how can we use browser fonts to make the users unique? In the experiment we also collected user's device fonts. If we find a set of fonts in one user device which is unique between all visitors and in user's next visits see the same set of fonts then this parameter can be consider as a value to identify the user.
It worth remembering that the font sequence received in the server side can be different from user to user even if they have the same set of fonts and they will keep their sequence.
Another parameter is browser installed plug-ins which can be used like browser font. Flash capability string is also another parameter which can be retrieved from flash player on user's device and can be use like browser fonts. Another one is http request header that is a set of http headers. Now, we want to add user's system fonts as an identifier to our method. But how can we achieve this? To do this we consider three conditions to count a set of fonts as an identifier: 1) if the user has the same set of fonts as its set of fonts in his last visit, 2) if the current set is unique through other user's set, 3) if other mentioned parameters such as cookie, and Cache-cookie did not work.
If we consider all ECCO's parameters then we would reach to about 47% identification which shows about 15% improvement of cookie method.
As we would like to propose our method for smart phones, it is needed to see the outcome when we only consider visits with smart phones. The outcome is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows that the progress is from 24% to 35%, namely, about 11%.
We call all these parameters as ECCO. Server read ECCO from user's first request for a page. So user has not involved with this step of authentication at all and any attacker or untrusted third-party couldn't place in middle of transaction. Now, let talk about the step user has to involve. In our database there are four categories of words. In registration phase, we show the user a table with 20 words that includes 5 words from each category. These categories contain words that are picked at random from large database of suitable words. User has to choose 4 words, one word from each category, to make a meaningful or unmeaningful sentence. According to our experience, both approaches can be helpful, because, some people can better memorize meaningful sentences while the others can better memorize unmeaningful sentences. However, we don't want them to memorize a sentence, we only want them to pick 4 words and make a sentence in a way that it reminds them an event or something that is important to them. Hence, we don't have any limitation to add other words to this sentence for making appropriate and meaningful sentences.
Copyright © 2014 MECS I.J. Computer Network and Information Security, 2014, 7, 11-18 In authentication phase, we show the user the same table as the one in registration phase. But, whenever the user opens the webpage the order of the words in each category would be different. Showing the same table in both registration phase and authentication phase will help the user to remember what sentences he had used. Moreover, random order of words helps us to avoid attacks looking at intersections between subsequent collections.
Then, the user will be asked to click on these four words in the right order. An adversary would neither know what the sentence structure is, nor what four words the account owner selected. If there are, say, two possible sentence structures, and there are five words of each type, there would be (54)2 ways of selecting these words.
What was written till now tried to introduce ECCO and mnemonic separately. Now, we would like to show how ECCO can be used as an authentication factor beside Mnemonic. Consider an organization which uses an identity validation mechanism and we want to replace our method with their existing mechanism or add beside it. Figure 4 shows how the organization interacts with its users: Now, if the organization wants to add ECCO Mnemonic method to its current method or as replacement, it just needs to add a proxy server between the user and its server. In this way, neither user nor server will change and consequently the organization should not pay for anything to change its current authentication Copyright © 2014 MECS I.J. Computer Network and Information Security, 2014, 7, 11-18 mechanism. Figure 3 shows the flows when ECCO Mnemonic proxy is added: Of course, we need to do some operations in the user's registration time. When the user opens the registration page the ECCO Mnemonic proxy will set ECCO parameters on the user's device in order to identify him in next visits. Figure 5 shows the registration process: 
F. ECCO mnemonic on new devices
As we mentioned before, our method is secure and usable for transactions which perform from private devices. When user wants to access his account form different devices which are new, then ECCO Mnemonic proxy can't match the new ECCO from the user's device with any records of database. In this case, the proxy tries to authenticate user with just Mnemonic feature. But the Mnemonic feature that is used is different from when it is used with two-factor authentication. In this case, user needs to type his pass-phrase completely. Of course, typing the whole sentences that he chose in registration phase is difficult. To make it simple for the user, our proxy will check similarity of the current sentences entered by the user with the ones entered in the registration phase. If similarity degree satisfies a threshold, then authentication has done successfully. Process of similarity consists of three parts listed below:
1.
Elimination of stop -words and auxiliary words 2. Stemming 3.
Similarity check with Jakard algorithm 4. Evaluation
In previous sections, we mentioned most of our evaluation outcomes in order to describe how we reach ECCO. Now, we want to introduce entropy that will give us an insight of how useful each parameter in ECCO could be. To calculate the entropy we have used Shannon entropy.
The entropy is used to measure the uncertainty associated with the visitors.
In our cache-cookie experiments there were 56 different parameters extracted from the users' device. Between these values, some of them are enough to make the user unique. To see this, Shannon entropy of those parameters which can be considered more important are calculated and also written in Table 2 . To make it easy to understand, entropy of 'id' which is unique between all visitors is written at the top of the table. This value is the maximum possible value for the Shannon entropy. Some more information about our experiment is shown in Figure 6 :
Beside of the experiment for ECCO, we performed an experiment to figure out how usable and memorable is our Mnemonic approach. We performed an experiment in which we asked users to set up 1 to 3 different passphrases, and to attempt to authenticate between 2-3 weeks later. Our main sample consists of 30 users. There were 24 male and 6 female respondents. All participants were in their 20's. These participants created 56 accounts and we asked them not to write down any pass-phrases in the duration of experiment.
There were 3 levels for authentication. From total number of 56 accounts which were created by users, 38 accounts were completed. Moreover, 6 accounts were completed correctly in first level. 2 accounts were completed correctly in second level and 18 accounts were completed correctly in third level. The recall rates of the various levels are shown in Table 3 . Recall rate of each level is summation of that level and previous levels.
G. Security analysis
The main contribution of this method is its power to cover organization's vulnerability against online attacks. One of the major attacks that existing methods cannot cope with is man in the middle attack. In our method as ECCO is not provided by the user per se, so there is no way to still the ECCO information. In fact, as our proxy will fetch ECCO so the attacker cannot impersonate someone else. In the same way, phishing and pharming attacks would be overcome. As the user does not have any control on ECCO and the word in shown in the table, so he cannot reuse his credential in other situations. Consequently, we can overcome password reuse problem.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Our method prevents users from reusing their password in other systems in how user should make story based on the words in the table and for each session these words are different. Also with this feature, phishing attack isn't possible anymore. Also, cache-based authentication helped us overcome new security threats, such as, phishing, man in the middle, and pharming. However, the only limitation in cache-based authentication is that it is related to a device, and any changes in a user's device will cause to lose cache memory. To solve this problem the mnemonic will help us. 
